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                        Aryng’s secret sauce for driving differentiation Data science + Decision
                            science
                        

                        Aryng's expertise lies in having that conversation with your data to deliver better
                            products and
                            delightful customer experience, resulting in accelerated $$$ growth and impact.

                        Powered by BADIRTM

                        Aryng’s proprietary framework to drive significant impact

                    

                

                
                    
                        Contact us for a
                                free consultation

                        [image: ]

                    

                

            

        

    
    
        
            The Aryng differentiator

            The problems you encounter

            
                
                    "The team we hired followed tactical instructions well but couldn’t bring any strategic
                        practice
                        or insights to the table"

                

                
                    “They did a lot of analytics, built charts and dashboards, but couldn’t tell us what problem
                        we should
                        solve and how.”

                

                
                    “The project took too long. We had already moved on to the next burning problem by the time
                        the model
                        was ready.”

                

                
                    “Marketing believed in the insights but Product didn’t. It was a wasted effort and the
                        internal team
                        couldn’t carry on the work.”

                

            

            The Aryng differentiator

            
                
                    
                        [image: ]
                    

                    Get access to Aryng’s experienced SWAT Data science team powered by BADIR

                

                
                    
                        [image: ]
                    

                    Get guaranteed identification of problem with actionable solution.

                

                
                    
                        [image: ]
                    

                    Get rapid ROI through accelerated hypothesis-driven Analytics.

                

                
                    
                        [image: ]
                    

                    Get transformative change with stakeholder buy-in and team training.

                

            

        

    
    
        
            Our offerings: Data doesn’t speak, it responds.

            Aryng can work with you to package our solutions
                to suit your business. See how we do it.

            
                
                    
                        [image: ]
                    

                    Project assessment

                    Identify your business and user problems and deliver guaranteed actionable plan of solutions
                    

                

                
                    
                        [image: ]
                    

                    Data science consulting 

                    Identify the best data-driven solution, from roadmap to strategy, to building and
                        operationalizing
                        models.
                    

                

                
                    
                        [image: ]
                    

                    Ask an expert

                    On-demand service with an expert consultant to help you get quick answers without a contract
                        or a
                        SOW.
                    

                

                
                    
                        [image: ]
                    

                    Train your team

                    Our unique data science consulting solution includes training your team to become expert data
                        scientists
                        and citizen analysts

                

            

            
                Get started
            

        

    
    
        
            The problems we solve

            Select industry, function, or organizational structure to see Aryng’s solution case
                studies.

            	Product
	Sales
	 Marketing
	Customer support & operation
	Human
                        resources
	Fraud & Fault
                
	Web & Mobile
                
	Analytics
                        center of excellence
	Financial
                        Services
	Software, technology & telecom
	Ecommerce
	Healthcare, manufacturing, others


            
                
                    
                        	Next Best Product Recommendation
	Conversion Optimization


                    

                    
                        	Feature Optimization
	Product lifecycle Analysis


                    

                    
                        	Customer Onboarding


                    

                

                Related downloads

                
                    
                        
                            Enabled $18M in incremental revenue by reducing product friction for a Payment
                                company

                            [image: ]
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Drove $20M+ by developing product recommendation engine for a Fortune 500 company

                            [image: ] 
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            Product Analytics for Startups

                            [image: ] 
                        

                    

                

                

            

            
                
                    
                        	Marketing Mix Model


                    

                    
                        	Sales Forecasting


                    

                

                Related downloads

                
                    
                        
                            Drove increased sales by offer optimization for a manufacturing company
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                            Marketing Mix Model identifies $1.2M in opportunity for a software company
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                            Enabled inventory shuffling by identifying growth drivers for an entertainment
                                company
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                        	Customer Retention and CLV
	Targeted Marketing and TAM


                    

                    
                        	Campaign ROI
	Consumer Behavior and Segmentation


                    

                    
                        	Product Upsell


                    

                

                Related downloads

                
                    
                        
                            Drove $35M by increasing marketable universe by 4X for a Technology Company

                            [image: ] 
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Generated $20M by marketing optimization for a Financial Services company
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                            Improved conversion by 26% by optimizing web and mobile design for an online services
                                company.
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                            Advanced customer segmentation for a beauty e-commerce company
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                        	Call Routing and Optimization


                    

                    
                        	CSAT and NPS optimization


                    

                    
                        	Voice of Customer Analysis


                    

                

                Related downloads

                
                    
                        
                            Increased NPS by 10% point using Text Analytics and Sentiment Analysis for a staffing
                                giant
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                            Enabled inventory shuffling by identifying growth drivers for an entertainment
                                company
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                        	Employee Retention


                    

                    
                        	Hiring and channel Optimization


                    

                

                Related downloads

                
                    
                        
                            Enabled talent identification for robotics market for a Fortune 100 company.
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                            Improved talent acquisition by increasing application rate by 30% for a healthcare
                                organization.
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                            Analytics L&d Playbook
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                        	Fraud and Fault Detection


                    

                    
                        	Event and Risk Analysis


                    

                

                Related downloads

                
                    
                        
                            Reduced losses by Fraud optimization for a Fintech Giant
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                            Leadership’s role in moving the organization towards a data-driven culture
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                        	Customer experience optimization
	Conversion and Upsell


                    

                    
                        	Experimentation


                    

                    
                        	User Retention and Engagement


                    

                

                Related downloads

                
                    
                        
                            Improved conversion by 26% by optimizing web and mobile design for an online services
                                company.
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                            Drove 20% growth by shuffling SKU’s and category for an ecommerce company
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                        	Building Internal Analytics Capability


                    

                    
                        	Developing Enterprise wide Data Literacy


                    

                    
                        	Setting up Analytics COE


                    

                

                Related downloads

                
                    
                        
                            4 D’s Of Data Culture Assessment
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                            Leadership’s role in moving the organization towards a data-driven culture
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                            3 key analytics questions to ask your Big Data towards building the analytics agenda
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                            DIY 11-question survey – Data Culture Survey
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                            Analytics L&d Playbook
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                        	Loss and Risk Management
	CLV: Personalization and Customization


                    

                    
                        	Fraud Detection


                    

                    
                        	 Customer Acquisition


                    

                

                Related downloads

                
                    
                        
                            Reduced losses by Fraud optimization for a Fintech Giant
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                            Enabled $18M in incremental revenue by reducing product friction for a Payment
                                company

                            [image: ] 
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            Generated $20M by marketing optimization for a Financial Services company
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                            Drove $20M+ by developing product recommendation engine for a Fortune 500 company
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                            How Aryng identified $500K+ in Potential Incremental Revenue using LTV
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                        	Customer Retention


                    

                    
                        	Social Media Analytics


                    

                    
                        	Market Mix Model


                    

                

                Related downloads

                
                    
                        
                            Drove $35M by increasing marketable universe by 4X for a Technology Company

                            [image: ] 
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Increased NPS by 10% point using Text Analytics and Sentiment Analysis for a staffing
                                giant
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                        	 Customer Acquisition


                    

                    
                        	Product Recommendation


                    

                    
                        	Cart/Conversion optimization


                    

                

                Related downloads

                
                    
                        
                            Marketing Mix Model identifies $1.2M in opportunity for a software company
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                            Drove $35M by increasing marketable universe by 4X for a Technology Company
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                            Drove 20% growth by shuffling SKU’s and category for an ecommerce company
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                            Advanced customer segmentation for a beauty e-commerce company
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                Related downloads

                
                    
                        
                            Improved conversion by 26% by optimizing web and mobile design for an online services
                                company.
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                            Enabled inventory shuffling by identifying growth drivers for an entertainment
                                company
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                            Drove increased sales by offer optimization for a manufacturing company
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                            Improved talent acquisition by increasing application rate by 30% for a healthcare
                                organization. 
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                            Enabled talent identification for robotics market for a Fortune 100 company.
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                    Testimonials

                

                
                    View all
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                    Sonja McIntosh                

                
                    VP - Operations, FCTI                


            

            
                “
                Aryng's expertise was instrumental in tackling our cash management
challenge, which we recognized as a complex data science problem.
They meticulously conducted a forensic view of our existing models,
enabling them to create a tailored solution aimed at minimizing cash
costs and optimizing our operations.


Their collaborative approach went beyond just providing a solution,
as they ensured the transfer of knowledge to our staff and
executives, fostering a deeper understanding of our business and its
intricacies.


Aryng's solution resulted in a significant 15-20% improvement in our
cash management performance, and their guidance helped us uncover
and comprehend unknown aspects of our challenges.


Aryng's distinctive combination of data-driven expertise,
collaboration, and knowledge transfer positions them as an
outstanding partner for any organization striving to excel in
today's competitive landscape.                ”
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                    Bonnie Sherman                

                
                    General Manager, Inside Real Estate                


            

            
                “
                Aryng exceeded our expectations in a significant way. They brought a wealth of experience and knowledge, which was crucial in shaping our data architecture to answer complex business questions. What sets Aryng apart is their focus on sustainability, not just short-term fixes. They understand that it's not just about the systems but also change management within the organization. We've achieved a uniform way of thinking about data, enabling scalability as our business grows. Other leaders should consider Aryng for their unique ability to combine technical expertise with aligning executives on the importance of data. They offer a clear, predefined engagement model, making it easy to get started. I would sum up the experience with Aryng as "Transforming Data for Sustainable Growth".                ”
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                    Ed Senko                

                
                    Manager - Innovative Solutions, International Paper                


            

            
                “
                We engaged Aryng as we began our journey towards setting up Analytics Center of
Excellence.


Team Aryng was outstanding in quickly understanding our current analytics
capabilities
and helped us narrow down the analytics agenda. Based on the agenda, Aryng helped
lay out the team structure and the specific analytics skills for the Analytics COE.


I highly recommend hiring Aryng if you are in the process of setting up Analytics
COE or developing internal analytics capability.                ”
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                    Dickson Chu                

                
                    Global Head - Portfolio Management, BBVA                


            

            
                “
                We hired Aryng to identify problems in our customer onboarding process and suggest
an actionable solution. Piyanka came
for a quick 2 days onsite assessment. She interviewed the leadership team, the risk
team and was able to align everyone to a common problem definition with several
viable solutions. 

 She then laid a detailed aligned plan with timelines towards $5 million + in
incremental revenue by improving onboarding that her team is currently partnering with us to
execute on.

 If you have an internal customer or product problem but can’t put your finger on
exactly where the problem is or what the solution is, I highly recommend hiring Aryng’s SWAT
data science team to do a quick Project Assessment and execute the solution.                ”
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                    Nicholas Goffeney                

                
                    Director - Product & Marketing Analytics, Life360                


            

            
                “
                I couldn't have asked for a better partner than Aryng. They added
bandwidth, velocity, and analytical excellence to my team at
Life360, helping us achieve specific business outcomes. Aryng's
ability to provide additional resources, thought leadership, and
track record of delivering positive business impact make them
invaluable consulting partners. 


Their expertise helped us design campaign experiments and rework
data to allow for more intricate analysis, leading to specific
business outcomes. Life360 now has dashboards, KPI definitions, and
analytics that it has never had before in its established history.


Aryng consultants are strong reliable performers who can operate
independently and work directly with important cross-functional
partners, which was extremely helpful for me.


I highly recommend Aryng to leaders who are seeking thought
leadership for consulting services in data science, analytics, and
data engineering and want strong reliable consultants who can
deliver consistently and are available during US hours.                ”
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                    Saureen Adani                

                
                    Head - Technology, Meltag                


            

            
                “
                Aryng was a fantastic business partner. We were able to provide less than perfect
concept
backed by raw data and they helped us to enable rich, meaningful & actionable
insights.


Team Aryng has shown the ability to utilise different statistical approach to
address business questions. 

CLTV modelling is one example that Aryng demonstrated innovation
on the modelling framework. Meltag's engagement with Aryng was extremely fruitful
and would recommend to anyone who need kick-ass analysis basis the business case.                ”
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                    Nellie Vail                

                
                    CFO, Spreedly                


            

            
                “
                Aryng transformed our pricing strategy and delivered exceptional results.





Recognizing our lagging data analysis, we sought external help to assess our journey. Aryng emerged as the perfect partner. They quickly identified our lack of shared metrics and a clear pricing strategy. 





Aryng's team, led by Piyanka, analyzed our data, enabling us to make informed decisions. Their Looker dashboards provided a comprehensive breakdown of revenue and costs, benefiting us greatly. Aryng's speed and ability to overcome bottlenecks impressed us. With their guidance, we implemented a hybrid pricing model, balancing revenue, customer retention, and long-term strategy.                ”
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                    Patrick Stewart                

                
                    CFO, WIN Reality                


            

            
                “
                As the CFO of WIN Reality, I was impressed with the level of expertise and professionalism that Aryng brought to the table.




We were struggling with our data infrastructure and needed a clear roadmap for how to proceed. 



Aryng came in & quickly diagnosed the problem. They listened to our data team, leadership team, and stakeholders from different departments to create a solution that matched our growth stage.




Their prescriptive best practices and outline gave us the confidence to expedite building a single source of truth internally. What stood out to me was their ability to provide a quick turnaround on solutions. They didn't feel invasive to our data team, and in fact, they felt empowered. 




I highly recommend Aryng to any startup or growing enterprise looking to optimize its data infrastructure and streamline its processes. They will listen to your needs and develop a solution tailored to your specific stage of growth, providing you with the confidence and clarity you need to move forward.                ”
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                    Daniel Scagnelli                

                
                    Senior Vice President -  Business Operations, Spreedly                


            

            
                “
                Aryng helped us mold our short, medium & long-term vision. They aided us in creating a strong strategic roadmap to help us achieve our goal of being a data-driven organization.



Our biggest challenge was not having a single source of truth due to the variety of disparate systems and data sources we had. That's where Aryng came in. They were well-known in the market and had a fantastic track record of helping businesses like ours.




Aryng's payments industry background was also crucial in accelerating our efforts, saving us from having to educate and retrain the team continually. Aryng helped us establish a single source of truth. They also laid the foundation for repeatable scalable data models that will help us scale as a business moving forward




Overall, partnering with Aryng was an easy decision, and they lived up to our expectations, bringing a consultative partnership to help us understand what we didn't know.                ”
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                    James B                

                
                    VP - Engineering, IMVU Inc                


            

            
                “
                IMVU engaged with Aryng for strategic guidance on scaling and improving our data
infrastructure
and analytics capabilities.

 The Aryng team exhibited the experience and gravitas
required to provide excellent feedback and actionable suggestions that we are using
to drive powerful changes in the ways we collect, analyze and use data throughout
the company.                ”
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                    Simple Bank                

                
                    The Simple team                


            

            
                “
                We hired the Aryng team to evaluate a key portion of our automated decisioning systems
and build a model to drive improvements to that system based on a specific set of
available information.

 The Aryng team used their structured hypothesis-driven BADIR
framework to align all the key stakeholders towards a common objective and a plan.
They executed the plan within six weeks, delivering a ready-to-use model that
performed
+10% better than our historical approach by using the latest data science
technologies.


Their analysis also provided invaluable input into our future product roadmap by
identifying what information was the most important in improving the accuracy of
future automated decisioning within our systems.                ”
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                    Christopher Hudel                

                
                     CTO, Spreedly                


            

            
                “
                Our partnership with Aryng was a game-changer for our business. As we grew and matured, we realized we needed to lead with data.



They offered a common-sense approach that took the mystery out of big data, which was refreshing. Their partnership brought discipline and a minimum framework to the lattice upon which we built our data team.



Aryng exceeded our expectations by orienting and level-setting the executive leadership team and looking at our organization across all the different lines of business we provide. 



Consider Aryng if you want a flexible partner who takes the time to understand your business, offers valuable outcomes, and custom-fits solutions to your unique requirements. Highly recommended.                ”
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                    Randy Guard                

                
                    Chief Product and Marketing Officer, Spreedly                


            

            
                “
                As a rapidly growing company, we recognized the need for deeper insights from our data to drive our business forward. We wanted to uncover new opportunities, define a Single Source of Truth (SSOT), enhance our product-market fit, and expand geographically and in the segments we serve.





Aryng’s expertise in data analysis and their ability to challenge our perspectives proved invaluable. They dove into our data, identified trends, and provided actionable recommendations linked to our business plans. Their team was not only skilled but also personable, making our collaboration enjoyable and productive.





Aryng's analysis helped us make informed decisions, lean into successful strategies, and identify areas for improvement. Their ability to uncover hidden opportunities and provide actionable insights is why I highly recommend Aryng to other leaders looking to leverage the power of data in their organizations.                ”
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                                Job Role *
CXO, Executive
MD, EVP
VP
Director
Manager
Others


                            

                            
                                Industry *
Computer Software
Financial Services
Internet and Technology
Insurance
Hospital and Healthcare
Entertainment
Consumer Goods and Services
Food and Beverages
Manufacturing
Logistics
Supply Chain
Others


                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Where did you hear about us? *
Inside HR
LinkedIn
Aryng website
Forbes Blog
Modern Workplace
News
TheLadders
Skilled Up
HBR
Search
All Analytics
Book
TechTarget
Digital Transformation People
Growth Hackers
Other


                            

                            
                                
                                Looking for? *
Individual training
Corporate data literacy training
Data culture and maturity assessment
SWAT data science consulting


                            

                        
                        
                        
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            
                                
                                I agree to the Aryng's Terms and Condition, Privacy Policy and receiving communication from Aryng.
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                        Our book

                        
                            
                                Behind Every Good Decision
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                                Ratings

                                
                                Rank

                                	#1 in eBooks > Data Mining
	#3 in eBooks > Data Analytics
	#3 in eBooks > Business Operations Research


                            

                            
                                Editorial reviews

                                
                                    “Jain and Sharma do a fantastic job of explaining how any reasonably intelligent person
                                        can make sense of data by starting with the problems they want to solve…”

                                    --MindTools

                                

                                
                                    “Jain and Sharma demystify big data by revealing how to use it as a highly effective
                                        business tool...”

                                    --Baseline

                                

                                
                                    “…takes a dauntingly huge subject - analytics - and reduces it to clear, usable chunks.”

                                    --Blue Heron Journal

                                

                                Buy now
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                                Job Level
CXO, Executive
MD, EVP
VP
Director
Manager
Others


                            

                            
                                Industry
Computer Software
Financial Services
Internet and Technology
Insurance
Hospital and Healthcare
Entertainment
Consumer Goods and Services
Food and Beverages
Manufacturing
Logistics
Supply Chain
Others


                            

                        

                        
                        
                            Where did you hear about us?
Where did you hear about us?
Inside HR
LinkedIn
Aryng website
Forbes Blog
Modern Workplace
News
TheLadders
Skilled Up
HBR
Search
All Analytics
Book
Other


                            

                            
                            Looking for?*
SWAT data science consulting
Ask the expert (no SOW)
Corporate data science training
Building data culture and literacy
Individual data science training


                        

                        
                        
                        
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            
                                
                                I agree to the Aryng's Terms and Condition, Privacy Policy and receiving communication from Aryng.
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                        Thank you and schedule time

                        Thank you for reaching out to us. We will reach out to schedule time with you or you can find time with our CEO
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                                Piyanka Jain

                                CEO, Aryng.

                            

                        

                        Hours and Costs

                        
                            
                                Three 1-on-1 sessions

                                1 Hour each

                                $1050

                            

                            
                                1-on-1 Mentoring session

                                1 session - 30 minutes

                                $250

                            

                            
                                1-on-1 Mentoring session

                                1 session - 1 hour

                                $450
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                                    Select Country *
United States
Canada
United Kingdom
India



                                        Afghanistan
Albania
Algeria
American Samoa
Andorra
Angola
Anguilla
Antarctica
Antigua and Barbuda
Argentina
Armenia
Aruba
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Bahamas
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belarus
Belgium
Belize
Benin
Bermuda
Bhutan
Bolivia
Bosnia and Herzegowina
Botswana
Bouvet Island
Brazil
British Indian Ocean Territory
Brunei Darussalam
Bulgaria
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cambodia
Cameroon
Cape Verde
Cayman Islands
Central African Republic
Chad
Chile
China
Christmas Island
Cocos (Keeling) Islands
Colombia
Comoros
Congo
Congo, the Democratic Republic of the
Cook Islands
Costa Rica
Cote d'Ivoire
Croatia (Hrvatska)
Cuba
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Djibouti
Dominica
Dominican Republic
East Timor
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea
Estonia
Ethiopia
Falkland Islands (Malvinas)
Faroe Islands
Fiji
Finland
France
France, Metropolitan
French Guiana
French Polynesia
French Southern Territories
Gabon
Gambia
Georgia
Germany
Ghana
Gibraltar
Greece
Greenland
Grenada
Guadeloupe
Guam
Guatemala
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
Guyana
Haiti
Heard and Mc Donald Islands
Holy See (Vatican City State)
Honduras
Hong Kong
Hungary
Iceland
Indonesia
Iran (Islamic Republic of)
Iraq
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Kiribati
Korea, Democratic People's Republic of
Korea, Republic of
Kuwait
Kyrgyzstan
Lao People's Democratic Republic
Latvia
Lebanon
Lesotho
Liberia
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Macau
Macedonia, The Former Yugoslav Republic of
Madagascar
Malawi
Malaysia
Maldives
Mali
Malta
Marshall Islands
Martinique
Mauritania
Mauritius
Mayotte
Mexico
Micronesia, Federated States of
Moldova, Republic of
Monaco
Mongolia
Montserrat
Morocco
Mozambique
Myanmar
Namibia
Nauru
Nepal
Netherlands
Netherlands Antilles
New Caledonia
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Niue
Norfolk Island
Northern Mariana Islands
Norway
Oman
Pakistan
Palau
Panama
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Pitcairn
Poland
Portugal
Puerto Rico
Qatar
Reunion
Romania
Russian Federation
Rwanda
Saint Kitts and Nevis
Saint LUCIA
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines
Samoa
San Marino
Sao Tome and Principe
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Singapore
Slovakia (Slovak Republic)
Slovenia
Solomon Islands
Somalia
South Africa
South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands
Spain
Sri Lanka
St. Helena
St. Pierre and Miquelon
Sudan
Suriname
Svalbard and Jan Mayen Islands
Swaziland
Sweden
Switzerland
Syrian Arab Republic
Taiwan, Province of China
Tajikistan
Tanzania, United Republic of
Thailand
Togo
Tokelau
Tonga
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Turkmenistan
Turks and Caicos Islands
Tuvalu
Uganda
Ukraine
United Arab Emirates
United States Minor Outlying Islands
Uruguay
Uzbekistan
Vanuatu
Venezuela
Viet Nam
Virgin Islands (British)
Virgin Islands (U.S.)
Wallis and Futuna Islands
Western Sahara
Yemen
Serbia
Zambia
Zimbabwe
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                            Job Role *
                                
CXO, Executive
                                
MD, EVP
VP
Director
Manager
Others


                        

                        
                            Industry *
Computer
                                    Software
Financial
                                    Services

                                    Internet and Technology
Insurance

                                    Hospital and Healthcare
Entertainment
                                

                                    Consumer Goods and Services
Food and
                                    Beverages
Manufacturing
                                
Logistics
Supply Chain
                                
Others
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Modern
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News
TheLadders
                                
Skilled Up
                                
HBR
Search
All Analytics
                                
Book
Digital Transformation People
TechTarget
                                
Growth Hcaker
                                
Other
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Individual training
Corporate data literacy training
Data culture and maturity assessment
SWAT data science consulting
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